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ABSTRACT

Galaxy clusters provide powerful laboratories for the study of galaxy evolu-

tion, particularly the origin of correlations of morphology and star formation rate

(SFR) with density. We construct visible to MIR spectral energy distributions

(SEDs) of cluster galaxies and use them to measure stellar masses and SFRs

in eight low redshift clusters, which we examine as a function of environment.

A partial correlation analysis indicates that SFR depends strongly on R/R200

(> 99.9% confidence) and is independent of projected local density at fixed ra-

dius. SFR also shows no residual dependence on stellar mass. We therefore

conclude that interactions with the intra-cluster medium drive the evolution of

SFRs in cluster galaxies. A merged sample of galaxies from the five most com-

plete clusters shows 〈SFR〉 ∝ (R/R200)
1.3±0.7 for galaxies with R/R200 ≤ 0.4. A

decline in the fraction of SFGs toward the cluster center contributes most of this

effect, but it is accompanied by a reduction in SFRs among star-forming galax-

ies (SFGs) near the cluster center. The increase in the fraction of SFGs toward

larger R/R200 and the isolation of SFGs with reduced SFRs near the cluster cen-

ter are consistent with ram pressure stripping as the mechanism to truncate star

formation in galaxy clusters. We conclude that stripping drives the properties

of SFGs over the range of radii we examine. We also find that galaxies near the

cluster center are more massive than galaxies farther out in the cluster at ∼ 3.5σ,

which suggests that cluster galaxies experience dynamical relaxation during the

course of their evolution.

Subject headings: galaxies:clusters:general, galaxies:evolution, galaxies:star for-

mation, infrared radiation
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1. Introduction

The current paradigm for the evolution of the universe and the growth of structure is

based largely on observations of the luminous matter in the universe, i.e. individual galaxies,

groups and clusters, and the cosmic microwave background. While galaxy formation physics

could previously be neglected, the era of precision cosmology increasingly demands detailed

knowledge of galaxy formation to map observations of luminous matter onto dark matter

halos (e.g. van Daalen et al. 2011). To do so precisely, we must understand the relationship

between galaxy evolution and environment.

Galaxy formation theory dates to the middle of the twentieth century. Early work

explored the physical processes responsible for star-formation (Whipple 1946), speculated

about the origins of the Milky Way (Eggen et al. 1962), and examined the impact of

environment on galaxy evolution (Spitzer & Baade 1951). Osterbrock (1960) discovered

that star-forming galaxies (SFGs) are less common in galaxy clusters than in lower den-

sity environments, and this result was subsequently re-examined with larger samples (Gisler

1978; Dressler et al. 1985). The dearth of vigorous star formation in galaxy clusters is mir-

rored by an under-abundance of spiral galaxies in these high density regions, known as the

morphology-density relation (Dressler 1980; Postman & Geller 1984; Dressler et al. 1997;

Postman et al. 2005).

The impact of environment on the frequency and intensity of star-formation has been

studied intensely in galaxy clusters and also at a variety of other density scales. These

measurements have employed both visible wavelength colors (Kodama & Bower 2001; Balogh

et al. 2004; Barkhouse et al. 2009; Hansen et al. 2009) and emission lines (Abraham et al.

1996; Balogh et al. 1997, 2000; Kauffmann et al. 2004; Christlein & Zabludoff 2005; Poggianti

et al. 2006; Verdugo et al. 2008; Braglia et al. 2009; von der Linden et al. 2010) as well as

mid-infrared (MIR) luminosities (Bai et al. 2006; Saintonge et al. 2008; Bai et al. 2009).

SFGs are consistently found to be more common and to have higher SFRs in lower density

environments and at higher redshifts (Kauffmann et al. 2004; Poggianti et al. 2006, 2008).

This trend appears to reverse by z ≈ 2, with star formation more common in clusters than

in the field (Tran et al. 2010; Hatch et al. 2011). However, even high-z cluster galaxies form

their stars earlier than coeval field galaxies (Rettura et al. 2011), which is an expression of

the so-called “downsizing” phenomenon (Cowie et al. 1996).

The relationships between SFR, morphology and environment in the local universe place

strong constraints on models for galaxy evolution. Another important factor is the presence

of an evolutionary trend for galaxies to have higher SFRs at higher redshifts. This was

originally reported as an excess of blue cluster members at z ≈ 0.4 compared to z = 0

(Oemler 1974; Butcher & Oemler 1978, 1984), and is commonly known at the Butcher-
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Oemler Effect. This trend is now understood to track the simultaneous increase in the

fraction of star-forming galaxies (SFGs) and in the SFRs of individual SFGs. An analogous

trend has been examined in the MIR (Saintonge et al. 2008; Haines et al. 2009; Tran et al.

2010; Hatch et al. 2011), which is sensitive to dust-enshrouded star formation.

The observed trends in star formation with environment and the variation of these

trends with redshift are usually attributed to changes in the sizes of cold gas reservoirs.

Several mechanisms have been proposed to reduce galaxies’ cold gas supplies and transform

them from SFGs to passive galaxies. These mechanisms include ram-pressure stripping of

cold gas (RPS; Gunn & Gott 1972; Abadi et al. 1999; Quilis et al. 2000; Roediger & Hensler

2005; Roediger & Brüggen 2006, 2007; Jáchym et al. 2007), gas starvation (Larson et al.

1980; Balogh et al. 2000; Bekki et al. 2002; Kawata & Mulchaey 2008; McCarthy et al.

2008; Book & Benson 2010), galaxy harassment (Moore et al. 1996, 1998; Lake et al. 1998),

and interactions with the cluster tidal potential (Merritt 1983, 1984; Natarajan et al. 1998).

Gas starvation operates throughout clusters, and it converts galaxies from star forming

to passive on a gas exhaustion timescale, which, for normal spiral galaxies, is ∼ 2.5 Gyr

(Bigiel et al. 2011). This time is similar to the cluster crossing time of 2.4 Gyr, which is

the timescale appropriate for dynamical processes like galaxy harassment. These timescales

contrast sharply with the timescale appropriate for RPS, which truncates star formation on

a gas stripping timescale, which is of order 105 yr. The efficiency of RPS also scales with

ICM density, so it operates much more strongly near cluster centers than either starvation

or harassment. These differences mean that how rapidly star formation declines in cluster

galaxies relative to the field constrains the mechanism primarily responsible for the removal

of cold gas from cluster galaxies.

The variation of SFR with environment can probe the relative importance of different

environmental processes, but the conclusions drawn from apparently similar observations

sometimes conflict. For example, Moran et al. (2007) identified passive spirals in a sample

of z ≈ 0.5 clusters and determined that spiral galaxies rapidly turn passive when they

enter the cluster environment and then evolve into S0 galaxies. Bai et al. (2009) argue

that the similarity of the 24µm luminosity functions observed in galaxy clusters and in the

field suggests that the transition from star-formation to quiescence must be rapid, which

implies that ram pressure stripping (RPS) is the dominant mechanism. Verdugo et al.

(2008) and von der Linden et al. (2010), by contrast, find a significant trend of increasing

SFR with radius to at least 2R200 from cluster centers. Because the trend of SFR with radius

appears to extend to the virial shock (White & Frenk 1991), von der Linden et al. (2010)

conclude that preprocessing at the group scale is important. Patel et al. (2009) find a similar

trend for increasing average SFR with decreasing local density down to group-scale densities

(Σgal ≈ 1.0 Mpc−2).
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Evidence for pre-processing in groups is important because RPS is inefficient in low

density gas, so preprocessing (Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998; Fujita 2004) is likely driven by

processes like gas starvation that operate in less dense environments. While preprocessing

appears to be important in some groups and clusters, Berrier et al. (2009) found that very

few cluster galaxies have previously resided in groups, so the impact of preprocessing on a

typical cluster galaxy must be limited.

In Atlee et al. (2011; henceforth Paper I), we developed a multi-wavelength method to

identify AGNs based on either their X-ray luminosities or the shapes of their visible-MIR

spectral energy distributions (SEDs). In this paper, we will employ this method to correct

for AGNs and measure star formation in cluster galaxies. We use the results to study the

relationship between star formation and the cluster environment. In particular, we consider

the constraints placed on the important environmental processes that operate in clusters by

the distribution of star formation among cluster members.

The paper is organized as follows: In §2, we review our observations, which are discussed

in more detail in Paper I. In §3 we review the mathematical formalism associated with

partial correlation analysis. In §4 we derive completeness corrections for the observed cluster

members. We discuss the derivation of total infrared (TIR) luminosity functions (LFs) in §5,
and in §6 we detail the results of our measurements. Finally, we examine the implications of

these results for the environmental dependence of galaxy evolution in §7, and we summarize

these conclusions in §8. Throughout this paper we adopt the WMAP 5-year cosmology—a

Λ-CDM universe with Ωm = 0.26, ΩΛ = 0.74 and h = 0.72 (Dunkley et al. 2009).

2. Observations and Member Description

Paper I provides details of our photometry and spectroscopy. It also develops methods

to reliably identify low-luminosity AGNs and to measure galaxy properties like stellar mass

and SFRs for identified cluster members, including AGN hosts. We briefly summarize the

salient points below.

2.1. Observations

We identified cluster member galaxies using redshifts determined by Martini et al.

(2007). We supplemented these with redshifts from the literature, which we obtained from
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the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED)1. (These redshifts come from a variety of sources

with unknown selection functions and success rates. See §4.)

We have visible-wavelength images from the du Pont telescope at Las Campanas obser-

vatory, MIR images from the IRAC and MIPS instruments on the Spitzer Space Telescope,

and X-ray images extracted from the Chandra archive. We measure visible, MIR and X-

ray fluxes in redshift-dependent photometric apertures that approximate a fixed metric size.

The aperture fluxes are then corrected to total fluxes at constant color with the R-band

Kron-like magnitude from SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). Our photometry spans the

peak of the stellar continuum, so we have robust photometric redshifts, which can identify

catastrophic errors among the spectroscopic redshifts. We found 12 such catastrophic errors,

one of which is an AGN (Paper I). We exclude these objects from our analysis.

2.2. Cluster Member Description and AGN Identification

In Paper I, we constructed spectral energy distributions (SEDs) from the photometry

described in §2.1, and we fit models to these fluxes with SED template codes from Assef

et al. (2010). These model SEDs are used to derive photometric redshifts and K-corrections.

We also employed the models to measure MIR color corrections, and we used the results to

determine rest-frame luminosities.

We employ rest-frame, visible wavelength colors to determine the mass to light ratio of

each galaxy in the sample (Bell & de Jong 2001), and we combine these with the measured

luminosities to infer M∗. To measure SFRs, we employ both 8µm and 24µm luminosities

(Zhu et al. 2008). When SFRs can be measured in both bands, we take the geometric mean

of the two measurements. We found in Paper I that SFRs determined independently from

8µm and 24µm luminosities show a scatter of ∼ 0.2 dex with respect to one another. This

scatter reflects the systematic uncertainty in SFR measurements determined from either

band separately, and the implied uncertainty is comparable to the systematic uncertainties

in the measured stellar masses ( 0.3 dex, Paper I).

Before we measure stellar masses and SFRs of cluster members, we identify and correct

for AGNs. We employ two independenty methods to identify AGNs: the shapes of the model

SEDs (IR AGNs) and the X-ray luminosities measured with Chandra (X-ray AGNs). The

hosts of IR AGNs are corrected for the presence of the AGN before we calculate M∗ and

SFR. X-ray AGNs without visible signatures in their SEDs do not contribute significantly

1http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/
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to the measured visible and MIR fluxes, so we do not correct those objects. In Paper I, we

found that the IR and X-ray AGN samples are largely disjoint. This implies that X-ray only

AGN selection can overlook a large fraction (∼ 35%) of AGNs. We explore the potential

consequences of this bias in §6.5 and §6.6.

3. Partial Correlation Analysis

When confronted with a system of mutually correlated observables, it can be difficult

to establish which variables drive the correlations. Partial correlation analysis measures the

relationship between two variables with all other parameters held fixed and can identify which

variable(s) control the observed correlations. Partial correlation analysis has been applied

in the past to develop a fundamental plane of black hole activity (Merloni et al. 2003)

and to probe the dependence of SFR on both stellar mass and environment simultaneously

(Christlein & Zabludoff 2005). We will use the simplest formulation of partial correlation

analysis, which relies only on direct measurements and does not account for upper limits.

The simplest case is a system of only three variables, xi. This is called the first-order

partial correlation problem. The correlation coefficient for x1 and x2 at fixed x3 can be

expressed as

r12.3 =
ρ12 − ρ13ρ23

√

(1− ρ213)(1− ρ223)
(1)

where ρij is the standard two-variable correlation coefficient (e.g. the Pearson or Spearman

coefficients) between xi and xj (Wall & Jenkins 2003). Higher order problems describe

systems with more variables. For a system of N variables, the (N − 2)th order partial

correlation coefficient rij.1...N\{ij} of variables xi and xj can be written,

rij.1...N\{ij} =
−Ci,j

√

Ci,iCj,j

(2)

where Ci,j = (−1)i+jMi,j (Kendell & Stuart 1977). Mi,j is a reduced determinant of the

correlation matrix R, where Ri,j = ρij, and ρij is the two-variable correlation coefficient of xi

and xj . The determinant Mi,j can be interpreted as the total correlation among the variables

of the system in the absence of i and j. It is calculated from R with the ith row and jth

column eliminated (Kendell & Stuart 1977).

Given a partial correlation coefficient from Eq. 2, we would like to know its significance.

This can be evaluated from σij.1...N\{ij},

σij.1...N\{ij} =
1− rij.1...N\{ij}√

m−N
(3)
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where rij.1...N\{ij} is the partial correlation coefficient given by Eq. 2, N is the number of

variables in the system, and m is the number of objects in the sample. The statistical

significance of rij.1...N\{ij} is determined from the Student’s t-distribution with dispersion

σij.1...N\{ij} (Wall & Jenkins 2003).

Partial correlation analyses can take both parametric and non-parametric forms. These

are analogous to the more commonly applied two-variable correlation analyses. Equation

2 can be applied to any of the correlation coefficients in common use. However, Eq. 3

is defined for the parametric Pearson’s correlation coefficient, so it is appropriate only for

that estimator or the closely related, non-parametric Spearman coefficient. We want a non-

parametric approach, so we rely on Spearman correlation coefficients in our analysis.

4. Completeness Corrections

We wish to examine the distributions of the stellar masses and SFRs described in §2.2
to probe the impact of the cluster environment on galaxy growth. However, to do this we

must first correct for selection effects. The spectroscopic selection function that defines our

sample is unknown, because many of the sources that contribute to the redshifts in the

literature do not define their target selection functions or rates of success. Furthermore,

the MIR observations do not uniformly cover the cluster fields. Therefore, we empirically

determine both our spectroscopic and MIR selection functions to correct for these effects.

4.1. Spectroscopic Completeness

We examine only spectroscopically-confirmed cluster members. Many of the redshifts

we use come from Martini et al. (2007), which we supplemented with redshifts from other

sources in the literature. This results in a complex selection function that is poorly known a

priori. However, this completeness function is required to correct the properties of observed

cluster galaxies to the intrinsic distribution for all cluster members. We take an empirical

approach to determine spectroscopic completeness and correct the measured cluster members

to the total cluster galaxy population.

For each cluster, we bin galaxies identified in the photometric source catalog by V −R

color, R-band magnitude and R/R200. We find significant variations in the fraction of galaxies

with spectra (fspec) as a function of R/R200 and mR, but the variation with color is at most

minor. A partial correlation analysis of fspec as a function of color, magnitude and position

shows no significant partial correlation with V − R at 95% confidence in any cluster, while
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fspec correlates with both mR and R/R200 at > 99.9% confidence. We therefore collapse the

measurement along the color axis and determine the fraction of galaxies with spectroscopy

as a function of R-magnitude and position only. This results in better measurements due to

the larger number of galaxies per bin.

The fspec measured above is one way to express the spectroscopic completeness of galax-

ies in a given magnitude-radius bin. However, what we really want is an expression for the

spectroscopic completeness, Cspec, of cluster members,

Cspec(~x) =
NCl,spec(~x)

NCl(~x)
(4)

=
Nspec(~x)

Ntot(~x)
× NCl,spec(~x)

Nspec(~x)
× Ntot(~x)

NCl(~x)
(5)

where ~x is the position of a given bin in magnitude-radius space, NCl,spec is the number of

galaxies with spectra that are cluster members, NCl is the number of true cluster members,

Nspec is the number of galaxies with spectra in the cluster field, and Ntot is the number of

galaxies in the input catalog. All of these quantities except NCl can be measured directly from

the input catalogs. We would need to infer NCl using some additional piece of information,

so we prefer to rely on fspec rather than Cspec if possible.

If the redshifts reported in the literature were not pre-selected for cluster membership

or if the redshift failure rate was high, fspec(~x) would be a good proxy for Cspec(~x), and

the approach in Eq. 4 would be unnecessary. If this were the case, the fraction of galaxies

with spectra that are cluster members (fmem) should drop with R/R200 as the fraction of

field galaxies increases. Figure 1 shows that fmem does not always trace the decline in the

density of cluster galaxies. This implies that fspec is not a good tracer of Cspec, and the more

sophisticated approach of Eq. 4 is required.

Before we can employ Eq. 4, we need to know the number of cluster galaxies in each

bin. To do this, we estimate the number of field galaxies in the bin with the R-band

magnitude-number density relation reported by Kümmel & Wagner (2001). We subtract the

field galaxies from the total number of galaxies in the bin to estimate the number of cluster

galaxies.

This approach introduces two types of uncertainty. The first is simple Poisson counting

uncertainty due to the small number of field galaxies, typically a few to 10, in each bin. The

second is cosmic variance. Ellis (1987) reports a B-band magnitude-number relation that

includes measurements from a number of other authors. The different surveys use fields of

different sizes, so the scatter of their results about the best-fit relation provide a measure

of the cosmic variance, which contributes of order 10% uncertainty on the number of field
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Fig. 1.—: Comparison of galaxy density (upper panel) and spectroscopic membership frac-

tion (lower panel) as a function of radius for the clusters in our sample with enough confirmed

members to make a meaningful measurement. If fspec were a good proxy for fCl,spec, the up-

per and lower panels would have similar slopes. None of the clusters in the sample exhibit

this behavior.
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galaxies in a typical bin. The number of field galaxies in a given bin depends on magnitude

and cluster mass, but it generally ranges from 1-10 galaxies. At faint magnitudes, the number

of field galaxies is generally comparable to the number of cluster galaxies, and Poisson

fluctuations in the number of field galaxies dominate the uncertainties in the completeness

measurements. The spectroscopic completeness measurements and associated uncertainties

for each cluster are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the spectroscopic completeness (Cspec) for 6 of the 8 galaxy clusters in

our sample. The remaining 2 clusters (A644 and A2163) have too few confirmed members

to make a reliable measurement. The dashed, vertical lines on the right column of Figure 2

indicate the observed magnitude that corresponds to MR = −20 for the average K-correction

in each cluster. The follow-up spectroscopy of X-ray sources conducted by Martini et al.

(2006) is only complete to this luminosity limit. Clearly, completeness becomes quite poor

for MR > −20 in all clusters, so we restrict our sample to galaxies with MR < −20.

We also considered completeness as a function of luminosity and stellar mass instead

of mR. However, these quantities have higher uncertainties than observed magnitudes, es-

pecially for galaxies without spectroscopic redshifts to fix their distances. Therefore, we

measure completness as a function of mR and R/R200.

4.2. Mid-Infrared Completeness

The depth of the MIR images varies as a function of position across the clusters. This

is a result of the Spitzer mosaicking schemes, which were chosen to provide good coverage

of the known X-ray point sources in the cluster. These mosaic schemes lead to variations

in the number of overlapping images, and therefore to variations in sensitivity, across the

cluster fields.

In addition to these sensitivity variations, the Spitzer footprint features some non-

overlapping coverage by the different IRAC bands. This results from the IRAC mapping

strategy, which simultaneously images two adjacent fields in different bands. The pointings

chosen by the observer then determine the degree of overlap between the IRAC channels.

For a galaxy to enter the final sample, it must include detections in at least 5 bands to ensure

that the fit results for that galaxy are well constrained. This means that a faint galaxy in a

region of a cluster with overlapping 3.6µm and 4.5µm images, for example, might be more

likely to appear in the final sample than an identical galaxy in a part of the cluster with

only 4.5µm coverage.

To construct ensemble statistics for whole clusters, we require sensitivity corrections
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Fig. 2.—: Fraction of cluster galaxies with spectra as a function of projected distance

from the cluster center (left) and R-band magnitude (right). The measurements in each

column have been separated by the indicated variable (colored points). The black points

show the completeness averaged over all of the colored bins, and the grey bands show the

1σ confidence intervals on the total completeness in each cluster. The dashed, vertical lines

on the righthand column indicate the magnitude corresponding to MR ≈ −20 mag. The

average measurements use only galaxies with MR ≤ −20 mag and R/R200 < 0.4 (filled, black

points).
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that account for variable depth across the cluster fields and for the different footprints in

the Spitzer bands. We again take an empirical approach to completeness correction. We

measure the MIR flux uncertainties at the locations of all confirmed cluster members from

the Spitzer uncertainty mosaics. At each position, we combine the two Assef et al. (2010)

star-forming templates with arbitrary flux normalizations 1000 times to produce galaxies

with 10−2 < SFR/1 M⊙ yr−1 < 102. From these artificial galaxy SEDs, we construct model

fluxes and determine whether the galaxy represented by each SED would have been detected

at 3σ based on the flux uncertainty at each position. We bin the results by flux and by

R/R200 to estimate completeness separately at 8µm and 24µm. Figure 3 shows the results

of this measurement for the 6 clusters in Figure 2. IRAC and MIPS completenesses clearly

depend on both flux and R/R200.

The uncertainties in MIR completeness result from the incomplete spectroscopic sam-

pling of the galaxies in a given bin. We implicitly assume that the identified cluster members

in each bin are representative of the behavior of the unidentified members. This assumption

means that the precision of the completeness correction in a given bin is fixed by the number

of identified cluster members in that bin. The completeness we measure, CMIR, is our best

estimate of the “true” MIR completeness Ctrue
MIR associated with a hypothetical, spectroscop-

ically complete sample of galaxies. In a bin with N cluster members, the expected number

of detections is simply Ctrue
MIRN . However, the actual number of detections will have some

range around Ctrue
MIRN , which leads to an uncertainty in the inversion of CMIR to a complete-

ness correction. This uncertainty is set by the expected variation in the number of galaxies,

which is best described by binomial statistics. This allows calculation of asymmetric error

bars on CMIR and accounts naturally for upper and lower limits. Typical uncertainties re-

turned by this procedure are ∼ 20%. The full set of MIR completeness measurements and

the associated uncertainties are summarized in Table 2.

4.3. Merged Cluster Sample

We have defined the MIR completeness measurements in Figure 3 so they apply only

to galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts. The two corrections, applied serially, give total

completeness corrections. The total correction XG for a galaxy G is,

XG =
1

Cspec(RG/R200, mR,G)
× 1

CMIR(RG/R200, fν,G)
(6)

where Cspec is the spectroscopic completeness (Figure 2) and CMIR is the MIR completeness

(Figure 3). The completeness corrections described by Eq. 6 can be applied to individual

galaxies to extrapolate from the measured galaxy samples to the full cluster population.
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Fig. 3.—: MIR completeness as a function of flux for the 8µm (left) and the 24µm (right)

Spitzer bands. In each column, the sample has been separated into 4 radial bins. Fluxes

have not been color-corrected and are given in the observer frame. Uncertainties are shown

for a single radial bin to indicate typical values. MS 1008.1-1224 was not observed with

MIPS. Completeness measurements are derived as described in §4.2.
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In cases where multiple corrections can be derived for a single object, we combine these

corrections in the same way the data are combined. For example, the completeness correction

for a galaxy with SFR measurements from both 8µm and 24µm fluxes is given by X =
[

X8µmX24µm

]1/2
because SFR =

[

SFR8µmSFR24µm

]1/2
(§2.2).

To examine the dependence of star formation and black hole growth on environment,

we need to construct a merged cluster galaxy sample. We identify 5 clusters (A3128, A2104,

A1689, MS1008 and AC114) with the best completeness estimates and combine their mem-

bers. The relatively small number of galaxies in A3125 results in highly irregular behavior of

the completeness functions. As a result, any corrections we applied would depend critically

on the binning scheme. We therefore exclude it from the main cluster sample.

The clusters in the main sample can be stacked to yield better statistics. To construct

the stacked cluster, we weight individual galaxies by their completeness corrections (XG).

The correction is a combination of the spectroscopic and photometric completeness correc-

tions from §4.1 and §4.2, as given by Eqs. 4-6.

5. Luminosity Functions

Luminosity functions (LFs) provide an important diagnostic for the difference between

cluster galaxies and field populations, because LFs are sensitive to the entire cluster pop-

ulation rather than only the average. For example, Bai et al. (2009) employed the total

infrared (TIR) LF to infer that RPS controls the evolution of SFRs in cluster galaxies. In

this section, we discuss the derivation of total infrared (TIR) luminosities and our method

to construct luminosity functions. We discuss the results in §6.4.

5.1. Total Infrared Luminosity

Our MIR observations cover a relatively narrow wavelength range from 3.6µm to 24µm.

To compare our results with previous studies, we need to infer LTIR from the observed

L8µm and L24µm, so we must apply bolometric corrections (BCs). To estimate LTIR from

the Spitzer luminosities, we employ the Dale & Helou (2002) SED template library, which

includes a wide variety of SEDs. These SEDs differ from one another according to the

parameter α, which describes the intensity of the radiation field on a typical dust grain.

Before we calculate BCs for IR AGNs, we first subtract the AGN contribution (Paper

I). We then fit each Dale & Helou (2002) template to the rest-frame 5.8, 8.0 and 24µm

fluxes and use the template that best fits the data to measure our fiducial BCs. In the
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frequent cases where luminosities in one or more of these bands are unavailable, we estimate

the missing luminosities from model SEDs (Assef et al. 2010). When this is necessary, we

assign uncertainties to the model fluxes from the uncertainties on the model SED. We only

calculate LTIR for galaxies with detections in at least one of the 8µm and 24µm bands.

In galaxies that have measurements of both L8µm and L24µm, we calculate LTIR sepa-

rately for each band and take the geometric mean of the results. This follows our treatment

of SFRs in Paper I. In other cases, we simply use the BC appropriate for the band where

we have a detection. Typical BCs are ∼ 6 for L8µm and ∼ 8 for L24µm. We also construct

68% confidence intervals for each BC based on the ∆χ2 = 1 interval for each galaxy. These

uncertainties are asymmetric, and they add in quadrature to the uncertainties on L8 and

L24 to give the total uncertainty on LTIR.

5.2. Luminosity Function Construction

We construct luminosity functions from galaxies in the main cluster sample whose

luminosities—LTIR = L+σu
−σl

—we determine as described in §5.1. If we account for the un-

certainties on LTIR, we can reduce our sensitivity to Poisson fluctuations in the number of

luminous galaxies. We distribute the galaxy weights described in §4 over luminosity bins ac-

cording to the probability that the true luminosity of a galaxy with best-estimate L = LTIR

lies in a given bin. Due to the uncertainty on the LF prior, this technique increases the

statistical uncertainty on the total weight in each bin by ∼ 10%. In exchange, we reduce the

much larger uncertainty introduced by stochasticity in the number luminous galaxies.

To distribute galaxy weights over luminosity bins, we employ an asymmetric probability

density function (PDF) that considers σl and σu separately. We integrate the PDF across

each luminosity bin to determine the weight in each bin, which we add to construct the total

LF. The PDF we employ is piecewise smooth, and it approaches the Normal distribution

when σu ≈ σl. It is described in more detail in Appendix A.

In addition to the PDF, we require a prior on the shape of the LF to correct for

Eddington-like bias due to the steepness of the LF above L∗. We adopt a Schechter function

fit to the Coma cluster LF from Bai et al. (2006) as the baseline prior. We then correct the

Coma LF to the redshift of each individual cluster according to the evolution of the field

galaxy LF (Le Floc’h et al. 2005). We add the uncertainty on the prior to the statistical un-

certainty on the LF in each luminosity bin. The prior has a strong impact on the bright-end

shape of the LF because there are few cluster galaxies to constrain the LF in this regime.

The results are discussed in §6.4.
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6. Results

We apply the weights derived from the completeness corrections described in §4 to the

main cluster sample, which is a subset of the cluster galaxies in Table 3. These corrections

allow us to examine the average environmental dependence of M∗ (§6.2) and SFR (§6.3-6.5),
and the redshift dependence of star formation (§6.6). Before conducting these analyses, we

perform a partial correlation analysis to determine which observed properties of galaxies in

clusters most strongly correlate with star formation (§6.1). The results inform the rest of

our work.

6.1. Partial Correlation Analysis

The cluster environment can significantly alter the evolution of cluster member galaxies,

as described in §1. However, when we attempt to distinguish between the physical properties

that might cause these effects, we confront a system of mutually-correlated observables. For

example, SFR depends on both projected local galaxy density to the 10th nearest neighbor

(Σ10; Osterbrock 1960; Oemler 1974; Dressler 1980; Kauffmann et al. 2004) and position

within the cluster (R/R200; Kodama & Bower 2001; Balogh et al. 2004; Christlein & Zabludoff

2005; Blanton & Berlind 2007; Hansen et al. 2009; von der Linden et al. 2010). Figure

4 demonstrates the correlations between SFR, position, projected galaxy density and M∗

among SFGs. It is not immediately clear which of these is the most fundamental.

While the causal connection between morphology and the local density of galaxies is well

established (e.g. Dressler 1980; Dressler et al. 1999; Postman et al. 2005), Moran et al. (2007)

find strong evidence that the morphologies and star-formation rates of massive spiral galaxies

in clusters evolve separately. This implies that a factor other than local density may control

star formation in cluster galaxies. Because M∗, R/R200 and projected local density (Σ10) are

all mutually correlated, it is not easy to determine which variable(s) drive the environmental

dependence of star formation. Therefore, we use a partial correlation analysis to disentangle

these dependencies. The mathematical formalism for partial correlation analysis is described

in §3. We do not consider completeness corrections for this analysis, so we include galaxies

from all 8 clusters.

We consider only objects with measurements of all parameters under consideration

and ignore galaxies with upper limits. This differs from the similar analysis conducted

by Christlein & Zabludoff (2005), who also considered upper limits. As a result, our results

are more sensitive than Christlein & Zabludoff (2005) to systematic effects like variations

in sensitivity within or between clusters. Because of this, we do not rely directly on the
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strength of any partial correlations, but only on the presence or absence of such correlations.

For variables with significant partial correlations, we perform stacking analyses, which can

account for incompleteness. (See §6.2-§6.6.)

We perform a partial correlation study on a system of five variables: SFR, M∗, R/R200,

the Dressler & Shectman (1988) substructure parameter (δ), and projected local density of

cluster members (Σ10). The partial correlation coefficients returned by the analysis are listed

in Table 4.

Table 4 shows that SFR depends strongly on R/R200 (rS,partial = +0.34), but it shows

no significant dependence of SFR on M∗ once the influence of R/R200 has been factored out

(rS,partial = +0.09). This conflicts with earlier results, which generally find either that SFR

depends only on M∗ (Grützbauch et al. 2011; Rettura et al. 2011) or that SFR depends on

both M∗ and environment (Christlein & Zabludoff 2005). One reason for this discrepancy is

that Table 4 does not include non-SFGs. The fraction of non-SFGs is higher among more

massive galaxies, which introduces a dependence of 〈SFR〉 on M∗. Another possible factor

is the difference in stellar masses we examine. The samples of Grützbauch et al. (2011)

and Rettura et al. (2011) extend down only to ∼ 3 × 1010M⊙, while our sample extends to

approximately 1010M⊙. If the cluster environment affects lower mass galaxies more strongly,

we should be more sensitive to this effect. Because the efficiency of RPS should depend

on M∗, our expanded mass range improves our ability to distinguish between RPS and gas

starvation.

Interestingly, SFR also shows no residual dependence on Σ10 (rS,partial = +0.02), which

suggests that the SFRs of cluster members are driven by the local conditions of the ICM

rather than by interactions with nearby galaxies. We emphasize that this conclusion applies

to SFR only, and we do not consider the dependence of morphology on Σ10 or R/R200. This

result is also consistent with results from previous authors (Poggianti et al. 1999; Moran

et al. 2006, 2007) who found that the processes that alter SFR and morphology are likely to

be physically distinct. The determination that SFR is more closely related to R/R200 than

to Σ10 distinguishes our results from those of Christlein & Zabludoff (2005), who do not

discriminate between different environmental tracers. As a result, they are agnostic about

the process(es) that drive the 〈SFR〉–radius relation. Our analysis also relies on SFGs alone,

which distinguishes it from the work of Christlein & Zabludoff (2005), who included upper

limits for galaxies with no measurable star formation. This accounts for the lack of a strong

anti-correlation between M∗ and SFR, which is driven by a decline in the fraction of SFGs

at higher M∗ rather than a reduction in the SFRs of individual SFGs.

SFR also shows no relationship to local substructure, as measured by δ, at fixed R/R200.

Indeed, even a two-variable correlation test returns no correlation between δ and SFR (rS =
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Fig. 4.—: Correlations of star formation with position in the cluster (top row), projected

local density (middle row), and stellar mass (bottom row). Galaxies with no measurable star

formation are neglected. Colors denote the different clusters in the sample: A3128 (black),

A3125 (red), A644 (blue), A2104 (green), A1689 (cyan), A2163 (magenta), MS1008 (orange),

AC114 (violet). Large black points show the median values of the galaxy sample after it has

been binned by SFR. SFR shows strong correlations with both R/R200 and Σ10 (rS = +0.35

and rS = −0.34, respectively), but no correlation with M∗. Partial correlation coefficients

derived from these data are listed in Table 4.
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−0.03). This conflicts with Christlein & Zabludoff (2005), who reported a strong correlation

of SFR with local substructure. However, δ requires a robust spectroscopic sample from

which to measure local velocity dispersions. As a result, the substructure measurements for

some of our clusters with less complete spectroscopy are probably unreliable. We repeat the

test with A3128 and A3125, which have the most complete spectroscopy and are the only

two clusters with significant substructure. The results are indistinguishable from the full

cluster sample.

6.2. Mass–Radius Relation

In §6.1, we reported a strong correlation of SFR with R/R200 but no residual dependence

of SFR on M∗ or M∗ on radius. This might indicate that M∗ is independent of environment,

as von der Linden et al. (2010) found. However, it might also mean that the SFR–R/R200

correlation is strong enough to eclipse any more subtle correlations that might appear among

a sample composed entirely of SFGs. The galaxy sample examined in §6.1 includes only a few

hundred galaxies, and the sample preferentially excludes the most massive galaxies, which

tend not to show active star formation. As a result, §6.1 might show no correlation between

M∗ and R/R200, even if the full cluster galaxy sample includes one. Christlein & Zabludoff

(2005) found a strong partial correlation of mass with R/R200. This correlation would be

difficult to produce if BCGs alone produce a false correlation of M∗ with R/R200, as von der

Linden et al. (2010) claim, because normal cluster galaxies are much more numerous than

BCGs.

To test whether our data support the presence of a radial trend in M∗, we look for direct

variations of M∗ with R/R200 without regard to correlations with other variables. We first

divide the galaxy sample into two samples with equal numbers of galaxies, and we apply

a K-S test to check for a difference between their radial distributions. For this analysis,

we include members of all 8 clusters, and we exclude BCGs as defined by von der Linden

et al. (2007) from the sample. The results are shown in Figure 5a. The K-S test returns a

probability < 0.1% that the high- and low-mass samples have the same radial distributions,

so massive galaxies are preferentially found closer to the centers of their parent clusters,

even in the absence of BCGs. We weight members of the main cluster sample by their

completeness to determine the average mass as a function of radius. The average mass in a

given bin is,

〈M∗〉 =
ΣN

i=0

[

wiM∗,i

]

ΣN
i=0

[

wi

] (7)

where N is the number of galaxies in the bin with MR < −20. The wi are the weights
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Fig. 5.—: Radial distributions of all cluster members scaled to R200. Panel (a) compares

the radial distributions of low-mass (blue dashed) and high-mass (red solid) galaxies, divided

into two equally-sized subsamples at Mcut = 3.9 × 1010 M⊙. The two distributions differ at

99.9% confidence after we exclude BCGs as defined by von der Linden et al. (2007). Panel

(b) compares the radial distributions of galaxies with (blue dotted) and without (red dashed)

an 8µm flux excess to the distribution of all galaxies with 8µm detections (heavy black). The

distribution of galaxies with no measurable excess shows a marginal difference compared to

the distribution of all cluster members (95% confidence).
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derived from Eq. 4. Figure 6 shows the resulting average masses as a function of radius.

The innermost radial bin Figure 6 shows a strong excess compared to the other bins, and

the second bin hints at an excess. We fit a power law to the six outer radial bins in Figure

6 (solid line) to measure the strength of the mass excess in these bins and to determine why

our results differ from von der Linden et al. (2010). The slight increase of 〈M∗〉 with R/R200

beyond R ≈ 0.1R200 is consistent with the tendency of massive galaxies to be accreted more

recently than less massive galaxies and for recently accreted galaxies to lie further out in the

cluster (De Lucia et al. 2011). Alternatively, galaxies presently near the center of the cluster

spend more time near the cluster center, on average, than galaxies farther away. Therefore,

they are subject to stronger tidal forces from the cluster potential and will lose more of their

mass (Merritt 1983, 1984; Natarajan et al. 1998). The large uncertainties on the fit preclude

any attempt to distinguish between these scenarios.

Figure 6 shows that the average masses of galaxies near the cluster center show an excess

compared to their counterparts further out in the cluster. The innermost radial bin in Figure

6 differs from the best fit model by 2.8σ, and the mass excess in the second radial bin is

significant at 1.8σ. This indicates that the cluster core (R . 0.05R200) tends to host more

massive galaxies than the outer regions, even if we neglect BCGs. Mass segregation among

cluster galaxies can be introduced as the cluster relaxes to virial equilibrium. The dynamical

relaxation timescale in the inner mass bin for a cluster at z = 0.15 with σ = 1200 km s−1 is

approximately 300 Myr, so the core of a typical cluster in our sample should be dynamically

relaxed. For the same “typical” cluster, the crossing time for the sphere defined by R ≤
0.4R200 is approximately 900 Myr. This crossing time implies a dynamical relaxation time

of 7 Gyr, which is longer than the age of a cluster at z = 0.15 that “assembled” at z = 1

(5.8 Gyr), so the sphere with R ≤ 0.4R200 has not yet had time to relax.

Finally, Figure 6 suggests a reason for our disagreement with von der Linden et al.

(2010). The signal comes primarily inside 0.05R200, which corresponds to ∼ 1.′5 at the

median redshift of the von der Linden et al. (2010) sample (z ≈ 0.8). Due to SDSS fiber

collisions, only a few galaxies inside 0.05R200 will have redshifts in each cluster. This shifts the

median of the innermost radial bin in the von der Linden et al. (2010) sample to ∼ 0.08R200.

This is comparable to the second radial bin in Figure 6. If this was our innermost bin, we

would not find any dependence of M∗ on R/R200, so the disagreement between our results

and von der Linden et al. (2010) likely result from fiber collisions in SDSS.
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Fig. 6.—: Average stellar mass for galaxies in the stacked cluster sample as a function of

radius. Brightest cluster galaxies are excluded from the fit because of their unusually large

stellar masses and SFRs compared to other galaxies near the centers of clusters. The heavy

line indicates the best-fit power-law to the 6 outer bins. The two innermost radial bins were

excluded from the fit based on their large excesses. This resulted in a reduction in total χ2

from 9.1 to 1.0. The best fit yields M∗ ∝
[

R/R200

]0.4±0.2
, and the shaded region indicates

the 68% confidence interval to the fit. The residuals are shown in the lower panel.
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6.3. Environmental Dependence of SFR

In Paper I, we examined the R/R200 distributions of AGNs and found no significant

difference between the positions of AGNs and normal cluster members. The lack of radial

dependence among AGNs could due to the small sample size, it could indicate a weak

dependence of the amount of cold gas on R/R200, or it might mean that AGN fueling is poorly

correlated with the total cold gas reservoir of its host galaxy. To test these hypotheses, we

define a sample of galaxies with 8µm flux excesses as those galaxies whose measured 8µm

flux exceeds the flux expected from a passively evolving galaxy matched in MK at more than

2σ. Figure 5b compares the radial distributions of galaxies with and without an 8µm excess.

These objects include both SFGs and AGNs. We again excluded BCGs from these samples.

The radial distribution of galaxies with 8µm excesses is indistinguishable from the merged

sample, but galaxies without an excess are located closer to the centers of their host clusters

than the average cluster galaxy at 95% confidence.

The dependence of dust emission on R/R200 shown in Figure 5b is consistent with the

established dependence of SFR on position within galaxy clusters (Kodama & Bower 2001;

Balogh et al. 2004; Christlein & Zabludoff 2005; Hansen et al. 2009; von der Linden et al.

2010) and with our results in §6.1. One way to test the origin of this effect, and by extension

the SFR–density and SFR–radius relations, is to measure the average SFR as a function

of radius. We weight individual SFGs by their total completeness (Eq. 6) and bin them in

radius to determine 〈SFR〉:

〈SFR〉 = ΣNSF

i=0

[

wSF,iSFR
]

Σ
Ngal

j=0

[

wj

]
(8)

where wSF,i and wj are the weights for SFGs and all galaxies, respectively. For this calcula-

tion, we define SFGs as all galaxies with SFR ≥ 3 M⊙ yr−1. This guarantees that we are

not subject to biases due to variable sensitivities across the cluster fields.

We fit a power law to 〈SFR〉 as a function of R/R200 and find,

log10
[

SFR
]

= (1.3± 0.7) log10
[

R/R200

]

+ (1.3± 0.6) (9)

where SFR is the average in each radial bin. The fit yields χ2
ν = 1.2 and is shown by the solid

line on the upper panel with the 1σ uncertainty given by the grey region. The red line shows

the gradient predicted by the gas starvation model of Book & Benson (2010), normalized

to minimize the χ2 between the model and the observed SFRs. The model predicts the

average SFR for all non-BCG cluster members at z = 0, so the higher redshift of the cluster

galaxies in Figure 7 might explain the shift in 〈SFR〉 between the observations and the

model. However, even after we adjust the normalization of the model, it remains a poor
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Fig. 7.—: Average star formation in the stacked cluster sample as a function of position.

Each panel shows two different binning schemes: fine (black squares) and coarse (orange

triangles) for the same galaxy samples. The top panel shows average SFR among all galaxies.

The solid line indicates the best-fit power law to the data
(

SFR ∝
[

R/R200

]1.3±0.7)
, and

the red line shows the gas starvation model of Book & Benson (2010), normalized to match

the observed SFRs. The shaded region indicates the 1σ confidence interval to the fit. The

middle panel shows the fraction of SFGs (SFR > 3 M⊙ yr−1) as a function of position, with

the best fit
(

fSF ∝ [R/R200]
0.4±0.2

)

shown by the line and the 1σ confidence interval shown

by the shaded region. The bottom panel shows the averaged SFR among SFGs (〈SFR〉SFG)

versus R/R200. Galaxies with R/R200 . 0.1 have lower 〈SFR〉SFG than galaxies outside

0.1R200 at > 99.9% confidence.
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fit to the data (χ2
ν = 3.2), but the re-normalized model is marginally consistent with the

best-fit power law within the large statistical uncertainty on the fit.

Despite the significant uncertainty in the power law fit to the SFR–radius relation, Fig-

ure 7 clearly demonstrates higher 〈SFR〉 toward the outer regions of the stacked cluster

sample. This mirrors the trend found via partial correlation analysis in §6.1, which is sig-

nificant at >99.9% confidence. A similar trend appears in 〈sSFR〉 as a function of radius,

which yields 〈sSFR〉 ∝ (R/R200)
1.0±0.6. To interpret Eq. 9 in detail, we need a model that

better agrees with the observations than the Book & Benson (2010) model and that accounts

for projection effects, the distribution of orbits followed by cluster members, and the effect

of different environmental processes.

The RPS scenario makes at least one clear, qualitative prediction that we can use to

evaluate its impact without a detailed model. Because RPS operates quickly compared to

the cluster crossing time, the radial variation in 〈SFR〉 should be caused by variations in the

fraction of SFGs (fSF ), and there should be little change in the SFRs of individual galaxies.

The middle panel of Figure 7 shows that fSF declines strongly near the cluster center,

which is consistent with RPS. We also see lower 〈SFR〉 among SFGs with R . 0.1 R200

compared to SFGs with R > 0.1R200 (bottom panel). This difference is formally significant

at > 99.9% confidence, so SFGs with R . 0.1R200 experience a clear reduction in their SFRs

as they transition to passive evolution. However, a fit to 〈SFR〉SFG versus R/R200 shows no

significant trend, so the reduction in SFR at R . 0.1R200 may be a sharp transition rather

than a gradual decline. The time to cross this region is approximately 100 Myr, which is

consistent with the hypothesis that the apparent break is due to the influence of RPS. The

onset of this break, however, occurs much closer to the cluster center than is usually expected

(∼ 0.5R200; Treu et al. 2003).

The small region over which RPS has the strongest effect might explain the absence

of the correlation between M∗ and SFR that is expected under the RPS scenario. The

most massive galaxies, which are best able to retain their gas, are preferentially found at

R . 0.1R200. These galaxies therefore experience stronger ram pressure than typical, less

massive cluster members, and their ability to retain their gas is cancelled by the increased

stripping they experience.

6.4. TIR Luminosity Function

Another probe of the impact of environment on star formation is the TIR luminosity

function (LF). The TIR LF is sensitive to the frequency of star formation in clusters and
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the rapidity with which it is quenched; this provides a strong empirical constraint on the

types of processes that mediate the interaction between individual galaxies and the cluster

environment. For example, Bai et al. (2009) found similar shapes (α and L∗) of the TIR LFs

in the galaxy clusters that they measure compared to the field galaxy TIR LF. They argue

that this similarity requires truncation of star formation on short timescales compared to

the lifetime of star formation in individual galaxies. Such rapid transitions are inconsistent

with processes like gas starvation and galaxy harassment.

To evaluate the conclusion that RPS dominates the evolution of star formation in galaxy

cluster members, we will examine the TIR LFs of the clusters in our main cluster sample.

We construct the LF as described in §5.2, and the results appear in Figure 8. The main

cluster sample contains only 5 clusters, which prevents construction of subsamples that have

different masses and similar redshifts. Therefore, we cannot reliably identify effects that are

strongly dependent on cluster mass.

The dashed vertical line in Figure 8 marks the expected LTIR of a galaxy with the Assef

et al. (2010) spiral SED and MR = −20. This marks the approximate TIR completeness

limit imposed by the requirement that MR ≤ −20. We call this limit Lthresh
TIR . This limit is

representative only, and Figure 8 includes many cluster members that have MR ≤ −20 and

LTIR < Lthresh
TIR . This is expected because cluster galaxies have lower 〈sSFR〉 than the field

galaxies used to construct the Assef et al. (2010) templates. In fact, 65% of galaxies with

MR < −20 mag and measurable (> 3σ) MIR emission are less luminous than Lthresh
TIR . This

means that Lthresh
TIR is robust, and the true limit is lower than the nominal value established

from the spiral galaxy template. To predict the true Lthresh
TIR , we would need a model for the

truncation of star formation in clusters, which is exactly what we want to measure. To be

conservative, we restrict our fits to use only bins more luminous than Lthresh
TIR . Above this

limit, we can be confident that the weights given by Eq. 6 will correct to the full galaxy

population.

Like Bai et al. (2009), we find that the individual clusters in Figure 8 have luminosity

functions that closely resemble the field galaxy LF at their respective redshifts. This agree-

ment occurs despite the disagreement between the field galaxy LF and the combed cluster

sample (Figure 9). While it is possible that the field galaxy LF at the median redshift of the

cluster provides a poor estimate of L∗
TIR among galaxies that fall into clusters, any effects

of preprocessing in the large-scale structure around the cluster should appear in Figure 8.

A better explanation appears to be that the improved statistics in the combined cluster

sample illuminate a discrepancy that is not visible in the individual clusters due to larger

observational uncertainties.

At least some of the variation between the IR LFs observed in different clusters may
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Fig. 8.—: Total infrared (TIR) luminosity functions for each of the 5 clusters in the main

sample. Input galaxies are restricted to MR < −20 and R < 0.4R200. The Coma cluster LF

(blue triangles; Bai et al. 2009) is shown for reference. The solid black lines on each panel

show the field galaxy TIR LF of Pérez-González et al. (2005) shifted to the redshift of the

cluster and normalized to match the observed LF above our nominal completeness limit of

2.1 × 1010L⊙ (vertical, dashed line), which is the approximate LTIR expected for a normal,

spiral galaxy with MR = 20 mag. This indicates the expected distribution of SFRs among

field galaxies that enter the cluster. The dashed lines mark the completeness limit imposed

by the requirement MR < −20. Some variation between individual clusters is apparent at

the highest luminosities.
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be caused by systematic uncertainties in the completeness corrections. We can only apply

completeness corrections in regions of the clusters where we have both spectra and MIR

photometry, so azimuthal asymmetry may be important. The LF of the stacked cluster

sample averages over several selection regions, so it is less subject to this uncertainty.

We constructed the best-fit Schechter functions to both the Coma cluster and the stacked

cluster shown in Figure 9. The Schechter function has the form,

Φ(L) =
Φ∗

L∗

[

L

L∗

]α

e−L/L∗ (10)

where Φ(L) gives the projected surface density of sources at TIR luminosity L, and α and

L∗ are the usual Schechter function parameters. We fixed α = −1.41 in the fit to the cluster

LF, which is the best-fit value for the Coma LF (Bai et al. 2006). Le Floc’h et al. (2005)

suggest that the faint end of the LF cannot evolve much with redshift for z . 1, so the faint

end of the LF in the Coma cluster is likely to provide a good estimate of α in all galaxy

clusters. The best fit to the stacked main sample has L∗ = (6.6± 1.1)× 1010L⊙.

If clusters rapidly shut off star formation in galaxies that fall in from the field, as Bai

et al. (2009) conclude, then only galaxies that have recently become cluster members will

have measurable star formation, and the TIR LF of a cluster should have L∗ and α similar

to the field galaxy LF at the same redshift. Therefore, we want to compare L∗ to the field

galaxy LF at the median redshift of the combined galaxy sample, zmed = 0.24. Le Floc’h

et al. (2005) found that the field galaxy LF evolves as L∗ ∝ (1 + z)n, where n = 3.2+0.7
−0.6.

Pérez-González et al. (2005) studied the 12µm LFs of field galaxies from z = 0 to z = 3 and

found that the field galaxy LF at z = 0.1 has L∗
12µm = 4.1±1.3×109L⊙ and α = 1.23±0.07.

We use the prescription of Takeuchi et al. (2005) to convert their L∗ to a TIR luminosity,

which yields L∗
TIR = 2.3 × 1010L⊙ at z = 0.1. We determine the field galaxy LF at the

median redshift of the stacked cluster sample (zmed = 0.211) with the results of Le Floc’h

et al. (2005) and fit the normalization of the LF to the observed cluster galaxy LF. The

result is shown as the blue, dashed line in Figure 9. The quality of the fit (χ2 = 4.7) is

considerably poorer than the fit shown by the heavy, black line (χ2 = 0.5), which uses α

from the Coma cluster and fits for L∗
TIR and φ∗. While the absolute χ2 values cannot be

used to evaluate the quality of the fits due to the presence of correlated errors in adjacent

bins, the Coma-based LF improves the quality of the fit by ∆χ2 = 4.2 with only 1 additional

degree of freedom.

Bai et al. (2009) found that the luminous ends of the TIR LFs of the Coma cluster and

A3266 have similar shapes and that the L∗
TIR for these clusters are indistinguishable from

the field galaxy LF. The similarity between the stacked cluster LF and the redshifted field

galaxy LF for LTIR > 4×1010L⊙ is consistent with the conclusions of Bai et al. (2009). They
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Fig. 9.—: TIR LF of the stacked cluster sample (filled squares) compared to the LFs derived

by Bai et al. (2009) for Coma (filled triangles) and Abell 3266 (open triangles). The solid

lines show the best fit LFs for the stacked sample (black) and for Coma (blue), and the shaded

region shows the 68% confidence interval around the best fit to the stacked cluster LF. The

dashed line shows the field galaxy LF of Pérez-González et al. (2005), and we have employed

the prescription of Le Floc’h et al. (2005) to correct the LF to the median redshift of the

combined cluster sample. The field galaxy LF is normalized to best match the observed LF

above the nominal completeness limit. The average LF determined by Bai et al. (2009) from

two high-z clusters (MS 1054-03 and RX J0152, red pentagons) is shown for comparison.
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argue that the similar LF shapes in clusters and in the field suggests that gas starvation is

not a plausible mechanism to end star formation among cluster member galaxies. Because

gas starvation operates slowly (∼ Gyr timescales), they conclude, it should produce many

galaxies in the transition phase between SFGs and passive evolution. They found no such

transition population. However, the combined cluster LF shown in Figure 9 displays a 4σ

deficit of galaxies with moderate SFRs (SFR ≈ 5 M⊙ yr−1) compared to the expectation

from the field LF. This largely drives our conclusion that an unmodified field galaxy LF

does not provide a good description of the SFG population in the merged cluster sample.

The disagreement between the field and cluster galaxy LFs could indicate the presence of a

transition population. It is possible that the discrepancy results instead from some selection

effect not accounted for in our completeness estimates. The most obvious culprit for such

an effect is some residual dependence of spectroscopic member identification on color that

we have not been able to identify from the data.

As a test for radial gradients in the population of transition SFGs, we binned the galaxies

in the main cluster sample into three radial bins with equal numbers of galaxies. The TIR

LFs for the radial subsamples are shown in Figure 10. The L∗
TIR increases slightly from the

innermost to outermost radial bins, but this increase is not statistically significant. This

marginal decrease in L∗
TIR in the innermost radial bin is qualitatively similar to the results

of Bai et al. (2009), who also examined the radial dependence of the TIR LF with a very

similar binning scheme. However, the fractional change in L∗
TIR in the Coma cluster is much

larger than observed in Figure 10. The increase in 〈SFR〉SFG seen in Figure 7 in the same

radial bins does not appear to affect L∗
TIR. This indicates that the change in 〈SFR〉SFG is

driven by the frequency of galaxies with SFR ≈ 3 M⊙ yr−1.

6.5. Substructure and Preprocessing

Von der Linden et al. (2010) found a trend toward increased 〈SFR〉 at larger R/R200

that extended out to at least 2R200. They concluded that preprocessing in groups contributes

significantly to the SFR–density relation. Our observations do not extend past R = 0.4R200,

so it is impossible to measure preprocessing directly, but A3128 shows significant substruc-

ture, so we can compare it to the smooth clusters in the sample to probe how the presence of

substructure influences SFRs in clusters. This allows us to indirectly test the impact of group

scale environments on SFGs, because coherent substructures in clusters should correspond

to recently-accreted groups.

Before we can compare the integrated SFRs in different clusters, we must first correct

for the different numbers of galaxies in each cluster. The sSFR naturally accounts for this
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Fig. 10.—: TIR LF divided into radial bins with equal numbers of galaxies. Each panel is

labeled with the range of radii that contribute to the LF, where r = R/R200. The solid lines

show the best-fit Schechter function to the LF in each radial bin, and the shaded regions

show the uncertainties on the fit. The fits are constructed from the bin more luminous than

the completeness limit (dashed line), which is set by the expected LTIR for the Assef et al.

(2010) spiral galaxy template at MR = −20 mag. The red, dashed lines on each panel show

the best-fit L∗
TIR, and its 1σ confidence interval is given by the shaded region. The three

LFs hint at an increase in L∗
TIR analogous to the increase in 〈SFR〉SFG seen in Figure 7,

but this increase is not statistically significant.
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variation, and it is therefore a better parameter to compare integrated SFRs between clusters.

We employ a method analogous to Eq. 8 to calculate the 〈sSFR〉 and compare A3128,

which shows significant substructure, to the other clusters in the main sample. We find

〈sSFR〉 = 9.0+1.1
−1.2 × 10−12 yr−1 and 〈sSFR〉 = 3.1+0.2

−0.2 × 10−11 yr−1 in A3128 and in clusters

without substructure, respectively. If we correct 〈sSFR〉 of A3128 to the mean redshift of

the other clusters (z = 0.241), we find 〈sSFR〉 = 1.5+0.4
−0.4 × 10−11 yr−1. This is still lower

than the average of the clusters without substructure at > 99.9% significance.

The difference between A3128 and the other clusters might be a result of the structure in

A3128, or A3128 might simply have an unusually low 〈sSFR〉 for its redshift. In the latter

case, the observed difference would be a result of cosmic variance. We compared A3128

with the 4 individual clusters without substructure, and we found that A3128 has higher

redshift-corrected 〈sSFR〉 than MS1008, which is approximately 50% more massive than

A3128. However, the typical dispersion in fSF among nearby clusters with σ & 800 km s−1

is ∼ 0.1 dex Poggianti et al. (2006), so to explain the observed deficit of 〈sSFR〉 in A3128 as

cosmic variance would require a ∼ 3σ excursion. While cosmic variance provides a marginally

plausible explanation for the deficit of 〈sSFR〉 in A3128, the presence of substructure appears

to be the more likely cause. If the observed difference arose from groups that have recently

fallen into the cluster, the excess sSFR in clusters without substructure would imply that

the “average” group member is likely to have experienced preprocessing. This result may be

absent from the partial correlation results (Table 4) because only ∼ 10% of cluster members

have ever been part of a large group (Berrier et al. 2009), and only former group members

that have been accreted more recently than the e-folding timescale for star formation will

show evidence of preprocessing.

The conclusions drawn from the measured SFRs of cluster members and from the in-

tegrated cluster properties depend strongly on the methods used to identify and correct for

AGN. In Paper I, we noted that the IR and X-ray AGN selection techniques identify quite

different samples. If we relied only on X-ray based AGN selection, as some authors do,

the MIR luminosity contributed by unidentified AGN would lead to an overestimate in the

integrated SFR of the cluster. For example, in A1689 we would overestimate the total SFR

by 20%. Applied to all clusters simultaneously, this alternative method of AGN correction

results in an inferred 〈sSFR〉 = 7.2+1.5
−1.3×10−11 yr−1 among the clusters without measurable

substructure but no measurable change in A3128. In this example, uncorrected AGN con-

tamination would dominate the observed difference in 〈sSFR〉, and we would over-estimate

the impact of preprocessing in the group environment.
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6.6. MIR Butcher-Oemler Effect

The relative importance of gas starvation and RPS is also probed by the evolution in

〈SFR〉 as a function of cosmic time. The classic example of this is the Butcher-Oemler effect

(Butcher & Oemler 1978). Haines et al. (2009) constructed an analogous measurement with

SFRs measured via νLν(24µm) among the LoCuSS cluster galaxies. They employed a SFR

threshold of 8.6 M⊙ yr−1, and they found that fSF ∝ (1 + z)n with n = 5.7+2.1
−1.8. Figure 11

shows their fit to fSF among the LoCuSS clusters as a function of redshift. The fSF values

for our clusters and for a higher redshift cluster sample measured by Saintonge et al. (2008)

are superimposed. The 8 clusters in our sample, shown as the red triangles in Figure 11,

are clearly consistent with the Haines et al. (2009) result within the uncertainties. However,

the fit to the LoCuSS clusters systematically overpredicts fSF in the Saintonge et al. (2008)

clusters, despite the lower SFR threshold (5 M⊙ yr−1) used by Saintonge et al. (2008).

In §6.5, we considered the impact of X-ray only AGN identification on the inferred

〈sSFR〉. This becomes a more important consideration at high-z, because the frequency of

luminous AGNs increases dramatically (Martini et al. 2009). Figure 11 includes two points

for each cluster in our sample. One shows fSF with the IR AGN selection included (filled

triangles), and the other shows fSF that we would measure if we only knew about the X-ray

selected AGNs (open triangles). The fSF inferred from the X-ray only selection in AC114

differs by 1.6σ from the result when the full AGN sample is considered. This illustrates the

contamination that X-ray only AGN identification can introduce to integrated SFRs. This

contamination becomes more severe, and appears in other clusters, for SFR thresholds less

than the fairly high value employed by Haines et al. (2009).

7. Discussion

In §6.1 and §6.3 we examined correlations between environment, SFR andM∗. We found

a strong correlation of SFR with R/R200, and we found evidence for a transition population

of low-SFR galaxies near the cluster center. We interpret this population as evidence that

galaxies in this region experience a rapid reduction in SFRs that initiates their transition

from SFGs to passive galaxies. This interpretation was supported by a possible trend toward

larger L∗
TIR farther out in the cluster (§6.4). We also found evidence for a concentration of

massive galaxies near the cluster center (§6.2).

In this section, we consider the results of §6.3-6.5 in more detail and interpret them in

the context of two competing mechanisms to end star formation in cluster galaxies: RPS and

gas starvation (§7.1). We also briefly discuss the additional information that the Butcher-
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Fig. 11.—: Integrated fractions of SFGs (fSF , SFR > 8.6M⊙yr
−1) in all 8 clusters as

a function of redshift. Filled red squares mark the clusters in our sample for which we

successfully measure fSF , and red arrows mark the clusters for which we can produce only

upper limits. Open red squares mark the fSF that would be inferred from X-ray only AGN

identifications. The filled and open squares overlap for all clusters except AC114. Open grey

triangles indicate the LoCuSS clusters as reported by Haines et al. (2009), and open black

pentagons mark the clusters measured by Saintonge et al. (2008). The solid line indicates

the best-fit fSF–z relation from Haines et al. (2009), and the shaded region shows the 1σ

confidence interval for their fit (fSF ∝ (1 + z)5.7
+1.8
−1.7).
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Oemler Effect can provide about the impact of the cluster environment on SFGs (§7.2).

7.1. Star Formation in Clusters

In §6, we examined several diagnostics for the impact of the cluster environment on star

formation. These include partial correlation analysis, 〈SFR〉 and 〈sSFR〉 versus radius, and
an examination of TIR LFs. The partial correlation results informed much of our subsequent

analysis. One important result was the absence of a correlation between SFR and Σ10 once

we control for R/R200. This implies that interactions between individual galaxies have only a

limited impact on star formation in cluster members. We conclude that the SFRs of cluster

members are controlled by hydrodynamic interactions between galaxies and the ICM.

There is disagreement in the literature concerning the importance of different mecha-

nisms to shut down star formation in clusters. For example, Simard et al. (2009) determined

that evolution in cluster SFRs is controlled by galaxy-galaxy interactions because the growth

in the fractions of early-type and passive galaxies track one another very closely in their sam-

ple. This contrasts sharply with our results in §6.1, which suggest that interactions with the

ICM are the dominant factor. Of the hydrodynamic processes commonly considered (e.g.

RPS and gas starvation), only RPS has been directly observed to work in nearby clusters

(Kenney et al. 2004; Sivanandam et al. 2010). We therefore ask whether our observations

are consistent with RPS alone or if an additional mechanism is required to explain the

observations.

Treu et al. (2003) determined that RPS works effectively for Milky Way-like galaxies

in a cluster with Mvir = 8 × 1014M⊙ when R < 0.5R200. Our sample is restricted to

projected R < 0.4R200, and their cluster mass is similar to the typical cluster in our sample

(Mclust ≈ 5 × 1014 M⊙), so RPS should act efficiently on most galaxies in our sample.

Nevertheless, some of the obvious signatures of RPS do not appear: We found no residual

correlation of SFR with M∗ at fixed R/R200, which is contrary to the prediction that RPS

should affect low-mass galaxies more strongly. Furthermore, we found in §6.4 that the TIR

LF of cluster galaxies is significantly better fit by a Schechter function with variable L∗
TIR

and with the Coma cluster’s faint-end slope than by a redshift-corrected field galaxy LF.

This is inconsistent with the simplest prediction of RPS, which would suggest that the SFG

population in clusters should be well-described by the field galaxy LF (Bai et al. 2006, 2009).

To interpret this disagreement, we need to know whether it results from different faint-end

slopes between the cluster population and the field, different L∗
TIR, or some combination of

the two. This level of detail is impossible given the completeness limit in the present sample,

so the implications of the poor agreement between the cluster and field SFG populations are
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ambiguous. Finally, the best-fit power law to the SFR–radius relation is consistent—within

very large observational uncertainties—with the predictions of Book & Benson (2010).

However, we also found evidence that RPS contributes significantly to the decline of

SFRs among cluster galaxies. Figure 7 shows that the dependence of SFR on R/R200 is

driven largely by a decline in fSF toward the cluster center, and only a small fraction of the

dependence is driven by decline in the SFRs of individual SFGs. This is more consistent

with RPS than with gas starvation. Furthermore, the residual decline in 〈SFR〉SFG with

R/R200 does not occur smoothly, but appears to set in rapidly at R ≈ 0.1R200. The crossing

time for this region (∼ 100 Myr) is consistent with RPS as the origin of the transition, but

the small size of this region compared to the radius where RPS is theoretically expected to

be important (0.5 R200) is surprising. This explanation is also difficult to reconcile with the

decline in fSF , which we attribute to RPS, across all radii.

To interpret Figures 7 and 10, we must consider projection effects and the influence of

galaxy “backsplash”. Projection effects will cause some galaxies at intrinsically large R/R200

to appear at small radii when the cluster is projected onto the plane of the sky. If we assume

an R−2 density profile for galaxies and fSF vs. R/R200 as determined by von der Linden et al.

(2010), only ∼ 30% of SFGs with projected R < 0.3R200 actually fall within that region.

This represents an upper limit, since the von der Linden et al. (2010) result also includes

projection effects. Therefore, we cannot assume that SFGs at small R/R200 actually reside

in the high density regions where RPS is most important. This suggests that SFGs that

physically reside inside 0.1R200 have their SFRs reduced more drastically than implied by

Figure 7.

“Backsplash” refers to galaxies on nearly radial orbits that pass through the dense

central region of the cluster and return to large R/R200. This effect can make radial gradients

like the ones shown in Figure 7 particularly difficult to interpret, because even galaxies

presently at large radii may have passed near the cluster center in the past. Gill et al.

(2005) use N-body simulations to find that 50% of galaxies between 1-2R200 are backsplash

galaxies, and 90% of these have been inside 0.5R200 at some point in the past. Pimbblet

(2011) use mixture modeling with observations of real clusters from SDSS to infer that

60 ± 6% of galaxies at R/R200 = 0.3 are part of the backsplash population, so they were

even deeper into the dense central region of the cluster at some point in the past. Galaxies

on radial orbits in a cluster with an R−2 mass profile and a core radius of 0.05R200 spend

only 4% of their time inside 0.1R200 and only 32% of their time inside 0.5R200. This model

also implies that approximately half of the galaxies in a cluster with an age of 8 Gyr have

previously passed through the cluster center. As a result, the dynamic nature of the cluster

populations smears the dependence of star formation on projected radius relative to the
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underlying, three-dimensional trends. This suggests that the projected trends shown in

Figure 7 are lower limits to the true, three-dimensional trends.

The effects of projection are potentially just as important. We adopt the simple mass

profile described above, which implies that ∼ 40% of galaxies with projected R < 0.1R200

actually reside outside 0.1R200. However, the trend in fSF versus radius (Figure 7) implies

that at least 67% of SFGs that appear with R < 0.1R200 in projection are likely to have

three-dimensional radii outside this limit, and 20% of SFGs with projected R < 0.4R200 will

lie outside this radius. The steep dependence of fSF on radius therefore works to mitigate

any radial trends among the SFG population, which would lead to the small dependence of

〈SFR〉SFG on R/R200. This suggests that the sharp drop in 〈SFR〉SFG at projected radius

0.1R200 would be stronger if measured relative to physical radius.

An ideal way to account for both projection and backsplash in our observables is to

compare our results to models that include these effects. This approach allows more reliable

conclusions than simple, ad hoc arguments. Book & Benson (2010) developed a model for the

removal of hot gas from galaxies by the ICM, which is the physical mechanism that drives

gas starvation. Their “shocks” model predicts that galaxies that experience this process

should show SFR ∝ (R/R200)
∼0.6 between 0.1-0.4R200 (their Figure 3). This is consistent

with our results in §6.3 (〈SFR〉 ∝ (R/R200)
1.3±0.7). However, the model yields overall poor

agreement with the data, even after we fit the normalization of the model to best match

the observations. This contrasts with the results of Book & Benson (2010), who found that

their model agrees well with the SFR–radius relation measured among the CNOC clusters

(Balogh et al. 2000). The resolution of this conflict will require additional observations and

more sophisticated theoretical models that provide predictions for competing processes.

The large statistical uncertainties on the measured SFR versus R/R200 preclude detailed

comparisons between our observations and a model for either RPS or gas starvation, so we

must rely on qualitative arguments. Figure 9 demonstrates that the field galaxy TIR LF

at the median redshift of the combined cluster galaxy sample provides a poor match to the

observed TIR LF, and this discrepancy is most pronounced among galaxies with the lowest

SFRs. The bottom panel of Figure 7 also shows a sudden decrease in the SFRs of SFGs with

projected radii R < 0.1R200. The crossing time for this region is ∼ 200 Myr, which suggests

that RPS is responsible for this reduction. However, only 5% of SFGs in the cluster have

R < 0.1R200, so this reduction in the SFRs of SFGs near the cluster center cannot account

for the discrepancy between the TIR LFs of cluster and field galaxies. There must also be

an effect at larger radii that is not apparent in the present sample. The entire sample has

R < 0.5R200, so either RPS or gas starvation could plausibly cause the disagreement.

In contrast to our results, Bai et al. (2009) found that the TIR LFs of many clusters
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are consistent with one another and with the field LF. They inferred that cluster galax-

ies only rarely occupy a transition phase between SFRs characteristic of field galaxies and

complete passivity. From this, they determined that star formation in cluster galaxies must

be truncated on short timescales compared to the lifetime of the cluster. Both we and Bai

et al. (2006) find ∼ 1σ variations in the shape of the TIR LF in different R/R200 bins. The

observed decreases in L∗
TIR, while not statistically significant, are consistent with the decline

in 〈SFR〉SFG for R < 0.1R200 (Figure 7). The latter result indicates that the high ICM

density near cluster centers reduces SFRs in individual SFGs. The smooth decline in fSF as

a function of R/R200 suggests that this process eventually results in the end of star formation

in these galaxies. Projection effects and backsplash will both influence the observed trends.

Projection would cause us to mistake galaxies at large R/R200 for galaxies near the cluster

center, while backsplash would move galaxies that had been processed near the cluster center

back to the outskirts of the cluster. Both effects would cause the projected trends to appear

weaker than the true, three-dimensional variations in the cluster. This suggests that the ob-

served radial variations are real, and the trends with projected radius likely underestimate

the intrinsic, three-dimensional trends.

We find lower 〈SFR〉SFG inside 0.1R200 compared to outside this radius. We also see

hints of this change in the lower L∗
TIR near the cluster center compared to further out. The

variation in the properties of SFGs implied by these measurements indicates a substantial

change in the SFGs very close to the cluster center. The crossing time for the sphere with

radius 0.1R200 is less than 200 Myr, which strongly favors RPS as an explanation. However,

we also see indications for a deficit in the number of low-SFR cluster galaxies relative to the

field population. Because only ∼ 5% of SFGs have projected R < 0.1R200, galaxies outside

0.1R200 must dominate the under-abundance of galaxies with SFR ≈ 3M⊙ yr−1.

We can determine whether RPS or gas starvation are more likely to be responsible

for the deficit from the time required to make the transition. We find that 66% of SFGs

with MR < −20 mag have LTIR < Lthresh
TIR , where Lthresh

TIR is the luminosity expected for a

typical field spiral with MR = −20. If 50% of field SFGs with the same MR distribution had

LTIR < Lthresh
TIR , then 16% of cluster SFGs would be in transition. Combined with the gas

consumption timescale of a typical spiral galaxy (2.4 Gyr; Bigiel et al. 2011), this implies

a transition time of ∼ 400 Myr. This timescale is approximately twice the dynamical time

of an ordinary spiral galaxy. This timescale favors RPS as the dominant mechanism among

the full cluster sample, because RPS implies that galaxies should remain in a transition

phase for approximately their dynamical time while the cold ISM is stripped. However, the

assumption that 50% of field SFGs in an MR-matched sample would have LTIR < Lthresh
TIR is

arbitrary. A comparison of the SFR–MR relations in clusters and in the field is required to

measure the transition time more precisely.
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If star formation in most cluster galaxies ends as a result of RPS, post-starburst galaxies

should be more frequent in clusters than in the field. This is a robust prediction of any

scenario that results in a rapid transition of SFGs to passive evolution. Galaxies with K+A

spectra, which are usually associated with post-starburst populations, should remain visible

for ∼ 100 Myr to 1 Gyr. This is short compared to the cluster crossing time, so a large

population of K+A galaxies relative to SFGs would be strong evidence that RPS plays an

important role. Instead, Yan et al. (2009) report that galaxies with K+A spectra are less

common in overdense environments like clusters than in the field at z ≈ 0.1. They suggest

that K+A galaxies appear at constant absolute density, and that this density corresponds

to the group scale at z ≈ 0. Dressler et al. (1999) instead found that the fraction of

K+A galaxies is much higher in clusters than in the field, and von der Linden et al. (2010)

found no dependence of the ratio of NK+A/NSF on R/R200. The different methods used by

these authors to select their K+A samples—Dressler et al. (1999) rely on [Oii] to exclude

SFGs, while Yan et al. (2009) use Hβ, and von der Linden et al. (2010) select galaxies with

excess Balmer line absorption from their principal component analysis—may account for the

apparent contradictions in these observational results.

Groups that have recently fallen into a cluster might appear as an excess in the sub-

structure parameter (Dressler & Shectman 1988). In our sample only A3125 has a mass com-

parable to galaxy groups, and we have not considered that cluster in our analysis. Therefore,

we cannot directly constrain the mechanism that drives SFR evolution in group members.

However, we find that 〈sSFR〉 is higher among clusters with no substructure than in A3128,

which is the only member of our main sample with significant substructure. This could in-

dicate that galaxies that have recently been part of groups have experienced preprocessing,

but it could also arise from cosmic variance. In a recent study of SDSS galaxy clusters, von

der Linden et al. (2010) found a trend of SFR with radius that extended to 2R200. They

concluded that preprocessing of galaxies before they become cluster members is likely to

contribute significantly to the SFR–radius relation. Additional observations are required to

determine if galaxy groups are responsible for the preprocessing or if other processes are

required.

7.2. Evolution

In §6.6 we suggested that the evolution of star formation in clusters is sensitive to

the mechanism(s) responsible for the appearance of the z = 0 SFR–density relation. In

particular, the rate of evolution of fSF is sensitive to the operation of the cluster environment

on recently accreted field galaxies. Figure 11 shows the fraction of SFGs in clusters as
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a function of redshift since z ≈ 0.8 for the clusters in our sample (red) compared to the

samples of Saintonge et al. (2008) and Haines et al. (2009).

We use measurements of fSF versus z to estimate the time required for fSF in clusters

to decline by a factor of e compared to coeval field galaxies. The best-fit to the Haines

et al. (2009) galaxies
(

fSF ∝ (1 + z)m, m = 5.7+2.1
−1.8

)

is shown as the black line in Figure

11, and it agrees well with the clusters in our sample. Le Floc’h et al. (2005) report that

the field galaxy LF evolves as L∗
TIR(z) ∝ (1 + z)n, where n = 3.2+0.7

−0.2. Approximately 70%

of cluster member galaxies at z = 0 never had a massive companion before they entered

the cluster environment (Berrier et al. 2009), so we can assume that galaxies that fall into

the cluster have the same LF as field galaxies. The threshold we use to identify SFGs

(SFR > 8.6 M⊙ yr−1) is larger than the SFR that corresponds to L∗
TIR (4 M⊙ yr−1), so

we assume that fSF among field galaxies has the same redshift dependence as L∗
TIR. With

this assumption, we can measure the relative change in fSF as a function of redshift and

determine how the cluster environment induces SFGs to turn passive. The ratio of fSF,clust
to fSF,field has undergone approximately 1.7 ± 1.2 e-foldings since z = 1. The elapsed time

over this redshift interval is 7.7 Gyr, so the e-folding time for fSF,clust/fSF,field is 4.6
+10.6
−1.8 Gyr.

The e-folding time of fSF does not correspond directly to the truncation time for star

formation in individual cluster members. New SFGs constantly fall into the cluster from the

field, and this results in a longer timescale for fSF,clust/fsf,field to decline than for SFRs to

decline in individual galaxies. The rate at which SFGs fall into the cluster combines with

the timescale for the conversion of individual SFGs to passive evolution to determine how

rapidly fSF,clust/fSF,field changes. The timescale for this change is long compared to the gas

exhaustion time in typical spiral galaxies (2.4 Gyr, Bigiel et al. 2011), but this does not

necessarily indicate that the timescale for the evolution of individual SFGs is similarly long.

If the timescale for evolution of individual SFGs is indeed long, it would favor gas starvation

over RPS as the primary mechanism to end star formation in cluster galaxies.

In addition to the degeneracy between changes in rates of infall and the timescale for

individual SFGs to stop forming stars, the measured timescale for fSF,clust/fSF,field to evolve

includes significant observational uncertainty. The Haines et al. (2009) best-fit overpredicts

fSF among the high-z clusters, despite the higher SFR threshold employed by Haines et al.

(2009), so it underestimates the timescale over which fSF,clust/fSF,field evolves. Additional

observations are required to correct this bias. A measurement of fSF versus z with a longer

redshift baseline and consistent identification of SFGs will appear in our next paper.
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8. Summary and Conclusions

We have used visible to MIR observations of 8 low-z galaxy clusters to constrain the

impact of the cluster environment on star formation. We examined the relationship between

star formation and environment among cluster members and found a strong correlation,

with 〈SFR〉 ∝ (R/R200)
1.3±0.7, and this simple power law provides a good match to the

data. Book & Benson (2010) model the impact of gas starvation on star formation. Their

model is marginally consistent with the power-law that best fits the observed SFR–radius

relation, but it is a poor fit to the data themselves. The 〈SFR〉–R/R200 relation is dominated

by a decline in the fraction of SFGs toward the cluster center, but we also find lower 〈SFR〉
among SFGs with projected R < 0.1R200. The dominance of the decline in fSF and the short

crossing time of a sphere with radius 0.1R200 both suggest that RPS contributes significantly

to the observed trend in SFR with R/R200. The TIR LFs hint at a shift toward lower L∗
TIR

near the cluster center, which is consistent with the observed decline in 〈SFR〉, but this

shift is not statistically significant. Projections effects and backsplash both work to weaken

the observed trends relative to the intrinsic variation in three dimensions, which can hide

the steep gradients that would be expected from RPS.

We also examined the relationship between R/R200 and stellar mass in cluster galaxies.

We found that galaxies with R . 0.1R200 show larger 〈M∗〉 than galaxies farther out in the

cluster, even after we have eliminated BCGs from our sample. This excess is significant at

∼ 3.5σ, and projection effects are also expected to weaken the observed trend relative to the

intrinsic, three-dimensional variation, so we conclude that it is robust. Von der Linden et

al. (2010) found no such excess once they had removed BCGs, so our result conflicts with

theirs. This difference may result from the SDSS fiber collisions. Our sample is limited to

galaxies more luminous than the SDSS r-band magnitude limit at the median redshift of

the von der Linden et al. (2010) cluster sample, so our sample is on average more massive

than theirs. However, the timescale for dynamical friction to affect cluster members is much

longer than the Hubble time. This suggests that cluster galaxies undergo mass segregation

via virial relaxation, analogous to the mass segregation exhibited by some Galactic globular

clusters.

We measured the fractions of SFGs in our cluster sample as a function of redshift, and we

found that these fractions are consistent with the measurements made by Haines et al. (2009)

for the LoCuSS clusters. However, incomplete AGN subtraction can introduce significant

contamination to the integrated star formation in galaxy clusters. For example, we found

that eliminating only X-ray AGNs from the sample prior to calculation of fSF results in

a ∼ 1σ excess in AC 114 in Figure 11. The consequences are both more significant and

more widespread for lower SFR thresholds. This can bias measurements of star formation
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as a function of redshift, since the AGN contribution is expected to be more significant at

higher redshift (Martini et al. 2009). With a long enough redshift baseline, evolution in fSF
with cosmic time can probe the timescale for the end of star formation in cluster galaxies.

Present observations favor gas starvation over RPS, but these include important systematic

uncertainties.

On balance, our measurements are most consistent with RPS as the primary mechanism

to reduce star formation in cluster galaxies. The SFR–radius relation agrees better with the

predictions of RPS than with gas starvation over the range of radii that we study. This

supports the conclusions of Bai et al. (2009), who studied star formation in clusters over

a similar range of radii and determined that RPS dominates the reduction of SFR among

cluster galaxies. The observation that SFR does not correlate strongly with M∗ among SFGs

in clusters can be explained by the concentration of massive galaxies near the cluster center,

where RPS operates most efficiently. Furthermore, Bai et al. (2009) also found that the

luminous end of the TIR LF does not vary significantly between z = 0 clusters, and we

similarly find that the redshift-appropriate field galaxy LF provides a good match to the

observed TIR LF in each cluster. While this is also consistent with RPS as the primary

mechanism to end star formation among cluster galaxies, the disagreement between the field

galaxy LF and the stacked cluster sample suggests that there are small deviations between

the individual clusters and the field galaxy LF that we overlook due to limited precision

in the measured LFs. Such deviations would be more consistent with gas starvation than

with RPS. Additionally, the long timescale we infer for the evolution of fSF conflicts with

the conclusion that RPS ends star formation among cluster members and is more consistent

with gas starvation. This evidence agrees with the conclusions of Verdugo et al. (2008) and

von der Linden et al. (2010), who found independent evidence in favor of gas starvation. A

measurement of the rate of change in fSF as a function of redshift can provide an additional

line of evidence to help resolve this disagreement. Present results favor a long timescale, but

these include significant systematic uncertainties. A measurement with a single sample of

uniformly analyzed clusters will be the subject of our next paper.
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A. Asymmetric Distribution Function

In order to apply the method described in §5 to construct a luminosity function, we must

smoothly distribute the weight of a galaxy across the specified luminosity bins. The method

described in §5.1 to calculate LTIR produces asymmetric uncertainties, LTIR = µ+σu
−σl

, so we

need an asymmetric probability density function (PDF) to distribute weights correctly. This

PDF must reduce to the Normal distribution in the case when the upper and lower luminosity

uncertainties are equal (i.e. Gaussian errors). Here, we describe a piecewise smooth function

that satisfies these requirements.

First, we define an effective dispersion σe =
√
σlσu, where σu and σl are the upper and

lower uncertainties on LTIR, respectively. We then define an alternative dispersion, σ(L),

which describes the instantaneous shape of the PDF at a luminosity L,

σ(L) =



































σl IF L < µ− σl

σe + (σl − σe)
|L−µ|
σl

IF µ− σl ≤ L < µ

σe IF L = µ

σe + (σu − σe)
|L−µ|
σu

IF µ < L ≤ µ+ σu

σu IF µ+ σu < L

(A1)

where µ is the best estimate LTIR; σu and σl are the upper and lower uncertainties on µ,

respectively. σ(L) smoothly connects the low-L and high-L tails of the desired distribution

function. Given σ(L), we can calculate the probability density for a galaxy with measured

luminosity µ at L. This probability density is given by,

f(L, µ, σu, σl) =
1√

2π σ(L)
e−(µ−L)2/2σ2(L) (A2)

where σ(L) is given by Eq. A1.

The PDF described by Eqs. A1 and A2 approaches Gaussian at the high- and low-L

extremes, with dispersions σu and σl, respectively. It also smoothly connects these two

limiting cases, integrates to unity, and has dispersion equal to the geometric mean of σl and

σu at the nominal luminosity. It therefore gives a PDF for the luminosity of a given galaxy

that satisfies our requirements and that is consistent with the available information about

LTIR.
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Table 1. Spectroscopic Completeness

mR (Vega) R/R200 fCl,spec σf

a3128 14.33 0.11 0.669 0.016

15.76 0.10 0.682 0.042

16.32 0.07 1.020 0.065

16.89 0.06 0.532 0.057

a3125 14.60 0.17 0.000 0.000

15.92 0.22 0.000 0.000

16.29 0.05 1.000 0.000

16.77 0.16 0.000 0.000

a2104 17.28 0.05 0.719 0.015

18.32 0.07 0.249 0.007

18.88 0.11 0.222 0.008

19.31 0.11 0.068 0.003

a1689 17.02 0.03 0.626 0.014

18.46 0.08 0.409 0.014

19.07 0.09 0.217 0.015

19.65 0.12 0.411 0.033

ms1008 19.10 0.08 0.693 0.054

19.79 0.04 0.293 0.013

20.35 0.08 0.225 0.014

20.91 0.11 0.084 0.010

ac114 19.00 0.10 0.744 0.069

19.84 0.06 0.925 0.072

20.37 0.13 0.399 0.050

20.83 0.14 0.913 0.353

Note. — A sample of spectroscopic completeness mea-

surements as described in §4.1. The complete table is

available from the electronic edition of the journal. A brief

sample is shown here for guidance regarding form and con-

tent.
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Table 2. MIR Completeness

R/R200 fν(8µm) [Jy] C8µm fν(24µm) [Jy] C24µm

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A3128 0.06 2.65 × 10−4 0.00+0.15
−0.00 1.70× 10−4 0.00+0.15

−0.00

0.06 8.44 × 10−4 0.51+0.18
−0.17 5.41× 10−4 0.00+0.15

−0.00

0.06 2.69 × 10−3 0.55+0.14
−0.20 1.64× 10−3 0.31+0.16

−0.17

0.06 8.57 × 10−3 0.55+0.14
−0.20 5.44× 10−3 1.00+0.00

−0.19

0.06 2.66 × 10−2 0.55+0.14
−0.20 1.74× 10−2 1.00+0.00

−0.19

0.06 8.48 × 10−2 0.55+0.14
−0.20 5.51× 10−2 1.00+0.00

−0.19

0.06 2.73 × 10−1 0.55+0.14
−0.20 1.64× 10−1 1.00+0.00

−0.19

0.06 8.67 × 10−1 0.55+0.14
−0.20 5.49× 10−1 1.00+0.00

−0.19

A3125 0.05 2.53 × 10−4 0.00+0.50
−0.00 1.58× 10−4 0.00+0.50

−0.00

0.05 7.95 × 10−4 1.00+0.00
−0.50 5.09× 10−4 0.00+0.50

−0.00

0.05 2.40 × 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.50 1.57× 10−3 0.00+0.50

−0.00

0.05 7.89 × 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.50 5.03× 10−3 0.58+0.08

−0.08

0.05 2.50 × 10−2 1.00+0.00
−0.50 1.60× 10−2 1.00+0.00

−0.50

0.05 7.84 × 10−2 1.00+0.00
−0.50 4.93× 10−2 1.00+0.00

−0.50

0.05 2.56 × 10−1 1.00+0.00
−0.50 1.57× 10−1 1.00+0.00

−0.50

0.05 8.01 × 10−1 1.00+0.00
−0.50 4.87× 10−1 1.00+0.00

−0.50

A2104 0.06 3.43 × 10−5 0.00+0.06
−0.00 2.25× 10−5 0.00+0.06

−0.00

0.15 1.13 × 10−4 0.11+0.09
−0.06 6.91× 10−5 0.03+0.07

−0.03

0.24 3.47 × 10−4 0.51+0.17
−0.22 2.27× 10−4 0.00+0.17

−0.00

0.06 3.55 × 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.03 2.21× 10−3 0.68+0.09

−0.10

0.15 1.10 × 10−2 0.93+0.04
−0.07 6.65× 10−3 0.73+0.09

−0.09

0.24 3.63 × 10−2 0.70+0.11
−0.23 2.16× 10−2 0.80+0.14

−0.21

A1689 0.06 2.31 × 10−5 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.42× 10−5 0.00+0.06

−0.00

0.06 7.49 × 10−5 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.56× 10−5 0.00+0.06

−0.00

0.06 2.33 × 10−4 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.43× 10−4 0.04+0.08

−0.03

0.06 7.17 × 10−4 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.45× 10−4 0.71+0.09

−0.13

0.06 2.23 × 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.45× 10−3 0.81+0.09

−0.11

0.06 7.10 × 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.32× 10−3 0.81+0.09

−0.11

0.06 2.35 × 10−2 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.43× 10−2 0.81+0.09

−0.11

0.06 7.38 × 10−2 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.54× 10−2 0.81+0.09

−0.11

MS1008 0.07 2.53 × 10−6 0.00+0.11
−0.00 0.00× 100 −1.00+1.00

−1.00

0.07 7.55 × 10−6 0.00+0.11
−0.00 4.66× 10−6 0.00+0.11

−0.00

0.07 2.37 × 10−5 0.10+0.17
−0.05 1.43× 10−5 0.00+0.11

−0.00

0.07 7.69 × 10−5 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.63× 10−5 0.00+0.11

−0.00

0.07 2.41 × 10−4 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.52× 10−4 0.00+0.11

−0.00

0.07 7.67 × 10−4 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.54× 10−4 0.00+0.11

−0.00

0.07 2.46 × 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.43× 10−3 0.00+0.11

−0.00

0.07 7.48 × 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.42× 10−3 0.00+0.11

−0.00

0.07 2.24 × 10−2 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.48× 10−2 0.00+0.11

−0.00

AC114 0.06 2.43 × 10−6 0.00+0.07
−0.00 0.00× 100 −1.00+1.00

−1.00

0.06 7.10 × 10−6 0.00+0.07
−0.00 4.48× 10−6 0.00+0.07

−0.00

0.06 2.16 × 10−5 0.89+0.08
−0.11 1.35× 10−5 0.00+0.07

−0.00

0.06 7.16 × 10−5 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.33× 10−5 0.04+0.08

−0.03

0.06 2.16 × 10−4 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.37× 10−4 0.56+0.11

−0.11

0.06 7.05 × 10−4 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.43× 10−4 0.56+0.11

−0.11
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Table 2—Continued

R/R200 fν(8µm) [Jy] C8µm fν(24µm) [Jy] C24µm

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

0.06 2.20× 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.40× 10−3 0.56+0.11

−0.11

0.06 6.79× 10−3 1.00+0.00
−0.09 4.28× 10−3 0.56+0.11

−0.11

0.06 2.14× 10−2 1.00+0.00
−0.09 1.36× 10−2 0.56+0.11

−0.11

Note. — Column (1) gives the cluster name. Column (2) gives the median

radius, scaled to the virial radius of the cluster, of galaxies that go into the bin.

Columns (3) and (5) give the median observed frame fluxes in the 8µm and 24µm

channels, respectively, of the model SEDs that make up each bin. Fluxes are

calculated by integrating model SEDs with random combinations of the Assef

et al. (2010) star forming templates across the published instrument response

functions. If the SFR inferred from the rest frame luminosities in the model

SEDs are outside the range 10−2 < SFR/(1 M⊙ yr−1) < 102, the associated

fluxes are not included in the sample. Because the Assef et al. (2010) templates

are not constructed to have identical SFRs in the 8µm and 24µm channels, this

sometimes means that an SED with a valid SFR in one channel will not appear

in another. When a flux bin is occupied in one channel and not in another, the

empty channel has fν = 0 and Cλ = −1. This is the case for the first flux bin

in AC114. Columns (4) and (6) give the MIR completeness (Cλ) as defined in

§4.2. The complete table is available from the electronic edition of the journal.

A sample is shown here for guidance regarding form and content.
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Table 3. Cluster Member Summary

Name RA Dec z M∗ [1010M⊙] SFR [M⊙ yr−1] δ

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

a3128-001 03:30:37.7 -52:32:57.7 0.063 3.2± 0.7± 1.9 < 0.33 0.89

a3125-001 03:27:20.2 -53:28:34.6 0.062 3.3± 0.7± 2.0 5.1± 0.7 3.04

a644-005 08:17:25.8 -07:33:42.5 0.071 0.1± 0.0± 0.1 — 1.07

a2104-001 15:40:07.6 -03:17:06.8 0.153 3.1± 1.0± 1.9 < 0.20 1.33

a1689-004 13:11:29.5 -01:20:27.7 0.183 67.1± 18.2 ± 22.9 < 1.22 1.47

a2163-001 16:15:25.8 -06:09:26.4 0.200 < 1.4 < 0.50 1.99

ms1008-001 10:10:34.1 -12:39:52.7 0.308 5.3± 1.7± 1.6 < 0.87 0.81

ac114-001 22:58:52.3 -34:46:47.9 0.303 < 0.1 < 0.39 1.20

Note. — The properties of cluster member galaxies, determined using the methods described

by Atlee et al. (2011). (1) The name of this object, which is identical to the name given in

Table 2 of Atlee et al. (2011). (2-3) Positions of each object in J2000 coordinates, as determined

from the R-band images of identified cluster members. (4) Redshifts of each object, as determined

by Martini et al. (2006,2007) where available, or from the literature otherwise. (5) Stellar masses

derived using mass-to-light ratios appropriate for each galaxy’s color and assuming a scaled Salpeter

IMF with Bruzual & Charlot population synthesis model (Bell & de Jong 2001, Table 4). The first

uncertainty quoted gives the statistical error, and the second gives the systematic error. Systematic

errors are derived by applying the M/L coefficients appropriate for a Salpeter IMF and the Pégase

population synthesis model. (6) Star-formation rates either from the 8µm luminosity, the 24µm

luminosity or by taking the geometric mean of the two, depending on the measurements available.

Uncertainties include only statistical errors, and upper limits are quoted at 3σ in the more sensitive

of the 8µm and 24µm bands. (7) Substructure parameter of (Dressler & Schectman 1988), δ =

(11/σ2)×
[

(v̄local−v̄)2+(σlocal−σ)2
]

, where the local average velocities (v̄) and velocity dispersions

(σ) are calculated over the 10 nearest neighbors of each galaxy. The complete table is available from

the electronic edition of the journal. A brief sample is shown here for guidance regarding form and

content.
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Table 4. Partial Correlation Results

Partial rs Prob.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

SFR M∗ +0.091 5.15× 10−01

SFR R/R200 +0.342 2.11× 10−05

SFR δ −0.101 5.26× 10−01

SFR Σ +0.018 8.40× 10−01

M∗ R/R200 −0.087 5.14× 10−01

M∗ δ −0.024 7.93× 10−01

M∗ Σ −0.012 8.90× 10−01

R/R200 δ +0.188 2.77× 10−02

R/R200 Σ −0.576 1.96× 10−17

δ Σ +0.068 5.41× 10−01

Note. — Partial correlation results for star form-

ing galaxies derived from the Spearman correlation

coefficients for the variables listed in columns (1)

and (2). Column (3) gives the strength of the cor-

relation between the two variables with the other

parameters held fixed. Column (4) gives the prob-

ability that a correlation at least as strong as that

observed might occur by chance among intrinsically

uncorrelated data.


